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Letter from the Chair and Crisis Director 
 
Dear Delegates, 

Welcome to VAMUN XXXVIII and the Three Kingdoms simulation! As your 

Chair and Crisis Director, we truly hope you enjoy your time at the University of 

Virginia. We have worked tirelessly to not only ensure an amazing committee 

experience, but an overall wonderful experience here on Grounds - including delegate 

events! We are ecstatic to present a thrilling joint crisis committee for you all. JCCs 

never cease to leave both delegates and staffers fully engaged in a riveting simulation.  

My name is Julian Grippo and I’ll be your Chair! I’m a fourth year from New 

Jersey, and I’m studying Chinese and Computer Science here at UVA. Although this will 

be my first time doing VAMUN, I come from a family of diplomats, so I’ve had more 

than my share of experience in the international relations field. I hope that I will be able 

to put all this knowledge and experience to use to give you guys the best possible 

simulation! 

My name is Khrissa Chun and I’ll be serving as your Crisis Director! I am a fourth 

year from Woodbridge, Virginia, studying Economics and Foreign Affairs. VAMUN has 

a special place in my heart - when I was a senior in high school, I attended VAMUN 

XXIV and after exploring Grounds, I was set on UVa being my dream school! VAMUN is 

my favorite event of the year, so I am looking forward to a great weekend with all of you. 

Remember that this Background Guide and corresponding Dossier will serve as 

your guide to many of your questions regarding the Three Kingdoms period in China 

and how it will be simulated at VAMUN. Don’t forget to reference both documents on 

the VAMUN site! 

We cannot wait to meet you all in November! Until then, please feel free to reach 

out to us with any questions. You can direct committee specific questions to either of us 

and general conference questions to our USG of Crisis, Matthew Slagley, at 

crisis@vamun.org. See you all very soon! 

Julian Grippo             Khrissa Chun 

jpg4fw@virginia.edu                                                                                     kkc4dd@virginia.edu  
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Committee Overview 

It is the first month of 220 CE and the glory of the Han Dynasty is quickly coming 

to an end. In the absence of a united China, warlords have long started to contest for 

power, sowing division into a previously unified land. Each warlord has their own aims 

but a unifying goal is to ultimately unify China under their singular banner. While each 

alliance wishes for a new golden era in history, only conflict and bloodshed are in 

China’s future. 

While Chinese history and texts describing this era are expansive, we will focus 

on the timeline from near the ending of the Han Dynasty, the establishment of the three 

states, and the future following these events. Specifically, we will be starting in January 

220 CE, just shy a few months before, historically, the last emperor officially abdicated 

his throne and before the three kingdoms were formally established. In starting in this 

middle period between the glory of the Han Dynasty and the infighting of the Three 

Kingdoms period, we are rewriting history. Although Shu Han has yet to be officially 

established by Liu Bei, Liu Bei’s forces and his circle of advisors have gained plenty of 

battle experience so that his alliance is more than experienced in battle. Although Shu 

and Wu have not yet been established, they will first act as alliances under Liu Bei and 

Sun Quan until they see it time to declare their territories as independent states. We will 

assume the events leading up to 220 CE did in fact take place and that the future has yet 

to be written. For more information on the current situation, read the Analysis section 

of this background guide. 
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This committee will be set up as a joint crisis committee, wherein our committee, 

the Shu kingdom, currently dubbed Liu Bei’s forces, will face (or perhaps even 

collaborate) with our joint committee, Wu, currently dubbed Sun Quan’s forces. This 

means that you will be able to interact with the delegates of the Wu Kingdom, whether it 

be indirectly or directly. Your actions will have consequences for Wu, and they will 

impact Shu to the same extent. This makes JCCs a dynamic experience and one of the 

most exciting simulations you can be part of! 

We have decided to leave the kingdom of Wei, Cao Cao’s forces, up to Crisis’ 

discretion . At the same time, Wei will be an active force to reckon with during the 

weekend. While it may sound counterintuitive to have a two committee JCC for the 

Three Kingdoms, we believe having Crisis able to manipulate Wei would make your 

committee experience more exciting rather than having three committees of delegates 

driving events. As you plan your crisis arc, think of Wei as a wild card. 

The Three Kingdoms period remains an iconic era in Chinese history. In the 14th 

century, Luo Guanzhong wrote his famous historical fiction novel which romanticized 

the period. He weaved legends and mythical tales into the historical timeline which was 

not well recorded beforehand. The work is one of the greatest classical novels of Chinese 

literature and holds stories of thousands of characters and hundreds of chapters. Our 

committee will by no means attempt to simulate all of these characters and chapters 

which means it is imperative to take note which timeline our committee will simulate 

and which characters may be focused on by  reading our Background Guide and 

Dossier . The beauty of the novel’s influence is that it is now difficult to distinguish 
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between history and legend. This means that our committee will have a similar mix of 

myth, legend, and history, making for a thrilling crisis simulation! 

 

Historical Background 

The Yellow Turban Rebellion (184-206)

 1

What began as a peasant uprising marked the beginning of the end for the 

legendary Han Dynasty. During these feudal times peasants represented the common 

Chinese person, while their landowners and the Han government were seen as rulers 

who did not understand the plight of a peasant. In the time leading up to the rebellion’s 

inception, China was hit by a multitude of natural disasters that were thought to be a 

sign to support a new order. Floods, droughts, famine, and epidemics all spread distress 

in agrarian regions and planted the seeds for peasant revolts.  Furthermore, the 2

1Noon, Steven. "Yellow Turban Rebellion in Ancient China." Digital image. Pinterest. Accessed August 2018. 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/322077810833633083/?lp=true. 
2 Levy, Howard S. "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the End of Han." Journal of the American Oriental Society 76, no. 4 
(1956): 214-27. doi:10.2307/596148. 
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agrarian East was directly hit by the empire’s deteriorating economy due to an 

aggregation of troubles the government was facing. Due to worsening economic and 

living conditions, peasants began to frequently rise against local authorities, exacerbated 

by the fact that the central government was gradually weakening.  These peasant 3

uprisings were hugely significant. When a protest occurred, which were often inspired 

by Daoist healing tradition, peasants would proclaim themselves as emperor and 

sometimes even appoint state officials.  This was a turning point in Chinese history 4

because previously, it was universally accepted that China would have one ruling 

emperor at a time who was given this role by the Heavens. With each uprising, peasants 

were threatening the Dynasty’s rule and its authority over its subjects.  

Under the rebel’s cynicism against the landlords lay religious currents. One of the 

first who raised himself up as a self-proclaimed leader was Zhang Jue, a Daoist faith 

healer.  As a master of Daoist tradition, Zhang Jue was largely popular among the 5

common people. Him, along with other Daoists who were skilled in healing techniques, 

assured their followers that the Heavens willed the end of Han and a new era was 

destined: their yellow heaven.  Ultimately, he was able to establish churches throughout 6

China and administered regional channel masters.  Despite Zhang Jue preaching peace, 7

 
3 Theobald, Ulrich. "The Yellow Turban Uprising." Three Kingdoms 三國, 220~280 CE. June 28, 2011. Accessed August 05, 2018. 

 
4 Ibid 

 
5 Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "Yellow Turbans." Encyclopædia Britannica. September 05, 2008. Accessed August 05, 
2018. 

 
6 Levy, Howard S. "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the End of Han." Journal of the American Oriental Society 76, no. 4 
(1956): 214-27.  

 
7 Theobald, Ulrich. "The Yellow Turban Uprising." Three Kingdoms 三國, 220~280 CE. June 28, 2011. Accessed August 05, 2018. 
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the rebellion took a life of its own and focused on militarism. The Yellow Turbans then 

became military units that targeted local government offices.  The followers of the 

rebellion believed 184 would be the first year of this new revolutionary, religious era and 

that year, the rebels would overthrow the dynasty.  

The culmination of Zhang Jue and the peasants’ efforts was a parallel state that 

deeply threatened the Han government’s ever-weakening authority. Of course, the 

government did not stand by idly and vowed those involved in the Church leadership 

would be arrested and executed. Despite the government’s threats, the rebellion sprung 

from Eastern and Central China, with rebels donning yellow headbands. Rebels believed 

the headbands, representing earth, would be able to take on and defeat the fiery Han 

rule. Even after Zhang Jue’s death, the rebellion raged on in its militant form. The rebels 

managed to defeat imperial armies, capture cities, and kidnap rulers.   For over two 8

more decades after the rebellion’s beginning, it continued to dwindle the Han 

government’s morale.  The revolt swept China in growing and ebbing waves. A variety of 9

leaders in the revolt created an array of success for the rebels. The east, where the 

rebellion originated, found itself independent of rebel cause, whereas the west 

experienced a revolution. Rebels were able to institute religious and political 

innovations that would prove to be long lasting. 

 

 

8 Cartwright, Mark. "The Early Three Kingdoms Period." Ancient History Encyclopedia. January 12, 2018. Accessed August 16, 2018.  
 
9 Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "Yellow Turbans." Encyclopædia Britannica. September 05, 2008. Accessed August 05, 

2018.  
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A Withering Dynasty and the Rise of Warlords  

Note: This map is being used to emphasize how divided China was at the beginning of 
the 3rd century. We will not be using these same territories in our simulation.  10

 
Regardless of the rebellion, some at the time believed the troubled Han Dynasty 

was fated to end. A culmination of ill-omens from the Heavens led many to conclude the 

emperor had lost his mandate from above.  Not only was the agrarian rebellion a 11

concern, but political conflict inside the government as well, despite this not being 

popularly known . During this time the central government was actually controlled by a 

secretive inner court, unbeknownst to the people, so that that the emperors had to battle 

10"China Warlords, 2nd-3rd Century CE." Digital image. Ancient History Encyclopedia. July 28, 2017. Accessed August 2018. 
https://www.ancient.eu/image/6932/. 
11 Levy, Howard S. "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the End of Han." Journal of the American Oriental Society 76, no. 4 
(1956): 214-27.  
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with the dominating, scheming court eunuchs.  Specifically at the late stages of the 12

Dynasty, Emperor Ling-Ti struggled with rallying full-scale support within his court. 

With time, the court became greatly factionalized with his sole support stemming from 

scholar-officials while the palace eunuchs he had placed his trust in turned against him 

and led an influential faction.  13

The result of this sectarian strife was another hit to the emperor’s authority. With 

the peasants leading a rebellion against the emperor, his court factionalized, and many 

believing the Heavens withdrew its mandate from the emperor, the Han empire was 

deteriorating with a worsening economy and agrarian system. In defense against these 

ominous trends, Emperor Ling gave military commanders control over their own 

provinces in the hopes that they would be able to quell the rampant rebellions.  This 14

created an opportunity for those who opposed the emperor’s authority. Provincial 

generals were able to leverage their influence, along with the aid of their numerous 

troops, and gain control of the government.   15

This gave rise to a new period in history: a deeply divided China with multiple 

warlords vying for power in the face of weakening empire. One general in particular 

played a large role in weakening the Han government: Dong Zhuo. He held several 

notable positions in this early period; most famously, he was a fierce warlord that rose 

to prominence during the Yellow Turban Rebellion when he fought against the rebels.  16

12 Cartwright, Mark. "The Early Three Kingdoms Period." Ancient History Encyclopedia. January 12, 2018. Accessed August 16, 
2018. 
13 Levy, Howard S. "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the End of Han." Journal of the American Oriental Society 76, no. 4 
(1956): 214-27.  
14 McLean, John. "World Civilization." Lumen. Accessed August 12, 2018.  
15  Levy, Howard S. "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the End of Han." Journal of the American Oriental Society 76, no. 4 
(1956): 214-27.  
16 Evans, Morgan. "Dong Zhuo." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed August 12, 2018.  
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Despite retreating after his defeat, he was aided by Liu Bei, who will act as the face of 

our committee’s simulation. Dong Zhuo established his cunning character during this 

time when he bribed his way out of punishment from the Yellow Turbans and was able 

to gain promotions, which ultimately allotted him a massive army. Despite low approval 

among the eunuchs, Dong Zhuo was summoned to the capital where he would carry out 

his plan to overthrow the emperor. Amidst a multitude of other events that led the 

capital into extensive internal turmoil, he met with government officials and voiced his 

opinion on removing and replacing the emperor. After exemplifying his military might, 

they were too frightened to speak out against Dong Zhuo. In 190 CE, officials assembled 

and deposed Emperor Shao and reinstated Emperor Xian, who acted as a puppet, while 

Dong Zhuo named himself Prime Minister.  During this time Dong Zhuo was able to 17

wield extensive influence behind the veil of his puppet, Emperor Xian, and rule the 

nation as a despot. In the end, he was able to rupture the imperial court system to 

ultimately dismantle the empire’s institutions.  China was then thrown into an era of 18

chaos where warlords, who were often former officials in the court, attempted to rule 

their own regions of the land. Dong Zhuo’s story is the first of many instances of 

independent military commanders rising up, thus proving the Han court weak, and 

securing power for themselves.  

 

 

 

17  Evans, Morgan. "Dong Zhuo." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed August 12, 2018.  

 
18   Ibid. 
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Cao Cao and the Battle of Red Cliff (208 CE) 

Dong Zhuo was ultimately assassinated, and in his place, another ambitious 

warlord rose to prominence: Cao Cao. This time, this assailant had different goals in 

mind and his determination and fervor would prove central to achieving these aims. Cao 

Cao earnestly seeks to reunite the Han Empire and to defeat the rebellious warlords who 

have caused such turmoil to the once stable empire. Others, however, believe Cao Cao 

has other aims, namely to ensure he can alone rule all of China, just as Dong Zhuo had 

sought before him.  

A cunning and ferocious man, Cao Cao was able to rise to power in a period in 

history full of other devious warlords. His ascent to prominence began in the 

northeastern region of Xuchang, where he became the territory’s ruler.  In his efforts to 19

revitalize the Han legacy, Cao Cao used his influence to protect Emperor Xian, who had 

been previously used as Dong Zhuo’s puppet, and managed to gain supremacy over the 

imperial court.  Cao Cao’s supporters believed he was attempting to reunify the empire 20

through using Emperor Xian as his tool. Of course many others are worried of such a 

warlord cozying close to the emperor so that he can gain the right to rule himself and 

merely use the emperor as a token of tradition. Carefully noting our timeline, Cao Cao is 

still alive and well, for now. 

Cao Cao’s ambition to build his own empire led him to the Battle of Red Cliffs in 

208 CE. This momentous campaign was seen as a major turning point in such a 

tumultuous era. The battle symbolized a last attempt to reunite the Han empire, and at 

19 Graff, David A. "Speaking of Cao Cao." China Review International 17, no. 2 (2010): 201-04. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/23733490. 
20Ibid. 
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the same time, also marked a new age of major carnage in Chinese history.  It began 21

when the most powerful warlord of the time, Cao Cao, sought to expand his influence 

and to carry out his goal of unifying the country. Before 208, Cao Cao slowly but surely 

managed to conquer land in northern China so that China eventually knew him as the 

north’s military dictator.  Now having amassed control of the north in the name of 22

Emperor Xian, he sought to take advantage of the factionalized south made up of 

contesting warlords with largely different goals.  Two main obstacles lay in Cao Cao’s 23

path: the great southern warlords Sun Quan and Liu Bei. 

Sun Quan of the southeast and, at the time, Liu Biao of central China clashed 

prior to their meeting with Cao Cao. Sun Quan reigned victorious and managed to 

snatch up some of Liu Biao’s land, while Liu Bei, Liu Biao’s successor, inherited Liu 

Biao’s weakened forces.  With both Liu Bei and Sun Quan’s forces weakened from their 24

infighting, Cao Cao was presented with an opportunity to swoop into the south. 

Realizing this, Sun Quan and Liu Bei created a short term alliance against a mutual 

enemy. 

Despite Cao Cao’s best efforts, Liu Bei and Sun Quan’s allied forces were able to 

out-wit Cao Cao and crumble his vision of a united Han empire under his authoritative 

reign. While Cao Cao should have had the military advantage of larger numbers, Cao 

Cao was truly out maneuvered. He had failed strategically. Being based in Northern 

China, he was unprepared for the tactical differences that were required of battling in 

21 McLean, John. "World Civilization." Lumen. Accessed August 12, 2018.  
22 "Cao Cao Timeline." Ancient History Encyclopedia. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
23 James Hinton on The Battle of Red Cliffs." The Society for Military History. March 23, 2015. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
24Ibid. 
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the south. Being unfamiliar with the landscape and geography, disease native to the 

south, and southern soldiers’ fighting techniques contributed to his unanticipated loss.  25

While Cao Cao did not foresee it, underestimating the importance of inventive and 

adaptive strategy would be one of his largest miscalculations. 

Sun Quan and Cao Cao’s forces met along the Yangtze River, the site at which one 

of the largest naval battles in history would occur.  Cao Cao’s men were battle weary 26

and inexperienced with naval warfare, whereas Sun Quan’s forces were well trained for 

maritime conflict. In order to ease his men’s seasickness, Cao Cao ordered his ships to 

be bound together; however, Sun Quan took advantage of this and lit the enemy’s ships 

on fire.  Those aboard the ship either drowned or died in the flames. This battle 27

surrounding the Red Cliffs became one of the most well-known cases in China of the 

weak reigning victorious over the mighty. With this victory, Sun Quan chased Cao Cao’s 

forces and was able to push them back to the north. 

 

Liu Bei (161 - present) 

Liu Bei in particular is our protagonist and point of interest in our committee. 

From his humble beginnings to his many victories, Liu Bei has amassed support from a 

variety of generals and actors in order to become the powerful warlord of the south-west 

that he is now. While we just learned of one of his campaigns, he has a longer story. Liu 

Bei first made headway in his warlord career during the Yellow Turban Rebellion when 

he learned about the wide-spreading dissent against the emperor. Beginning as a 

25 Cartwright, Mark. "Cao Cao." Ancient History Encyclopedia. September 07, 2017. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
26  James Hinton on The Battle of Red Cliffs." The Society for Military History. March 23, 2015. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
27Ibid. 
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merchant peasant, he learns of the empire’s instability when noticing a poster 

encouraging brave men of the kingdom to rise up.  Angered at the rebellion’s treachery, 28

Liu Bei sets to forming his own militia to assist the government forces in quelling the 

revolt. This is when he meets his soon-to-be life companions, Zhang Fei and Guan Yu. 

After drinking together and speaking about the bleak nature of the empire, the famous 

trio, in the illustrious peach orchard, swear an oath of eternal brotherhood to save the 

Han Dynasty.  With a power vacuum forming from the collapsing empire and China 29

becoming fragmented, the story goes that these three must face off against Cao Cao of 

the north and Sun Quan of the south-east.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28 Gracie, Carrie. "Liu Bei: China's Warlord Who Teaches Good Management." BBC News. October 16, 2012. Accessed August 30, 

2018.  
29Ibid. 
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Analysis 

Current Situation 

話說天下大勢，分久必合，合久必分 

“It is a general truism of this world that anything long divided will surely unite, and 

anything long united will surely divide.” 

-Luo Guozhong, Romance of the Three Kingdoms 

 

It is January 220 CE and a turbulent time for China during the late Eastern Han 

dynasty. Emperor Xian still holds onto the last vestiges of the Han empire, while Cao 

Cao has saddled up close to the imperial court. It seems as though the emperor is fond 

of Cao Cao and empathizes with his wish to end regional warlordism and to unify China. 

However, one can interpret Cao Cao’s recent actions as an attempt to utilize the puppet 

emperor so he can legitimize his own right to rule. With Cao Cao pulling the strings in 

the Han court, the future of China is unpredictable. The land is already factionalized by 

belligerent warlords and the ruling emperor is the last glimmer of a unified China.  

By our starting point, Cao Cao has already taken most of the emperor’s privileges 

for himself and essentially reigns the government himself. Since 216, Cao Cao has been 

putting great efforts into establishing his own state in the north, first giving himself the 

title of Imperial Chancellor, then the Duke of Wei, and most recently he has declared 

himself King of Wei.  He has already set on mandating new administrative reforms for 30

his new soon-to-be empire in order to centralize the government and ensure his 

30 Cartwright, Mark. "Cao Cao." Ancient History Encyclopedia. September 07, 2017. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
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government can reach as far as possible through China’s vast lands. So far, he has 

mandated curbing excessive state expenditure and officially continued the tradition of 

cronyism when selecting government officials.  Nevertheless, he has yet to truly 31

centralize his rule through his puppet, Emperor Xian. If Cao Cao is to definitively and 

legitimately rule by himself alone, he a way to go. 

However not all is lost - Cao Cao does not reign uncontested. Since the Battle of 

Red Cliffs, it is clear two threatening adversaries have risen to threaten Cao Cao: Sun 

Quan and Liu Bei. Noting Cao Cao’s defeat at Red Cliffs, these two alliances are certainly 

forces to be reckoned with. If Cao Cao were to try to consolidate power, and perhaps use 

the emperor’s authority to create his own ruling land, then Sun Quan and Liu Bei would 

certainly not let this occur without bloodshed. 

Currently, the China is carved into three main territories as shown below.  

 32

31  Cartwright, Mark. "Cao Cao." Ancient History Encyclopedia. September 07, 2017. Accessed August 25, 2018.  
32"The Three Kingdoms circa 220 A.D. (late Han)." Digital image. Yueying. Accessed August 2018. 
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/4c/bf/56/4cbf56748984935db98e252f10b6efa3.png. 
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Keep in mind the northern state of Wei is Cao Cao’s named but unofficial state, seeing as 

he holds a monopoly of the north; however, the Han Dynasty is still technically in 

existence and rules a “united” China, albeit evidently fractured. In the southeast is 

warlord Sun Ce’s forces, which currently is not a self-proclaimed state but where he 

reigns his acquired land. In the southwest is Liu Bei’s forces, again, not a 

self-proclaimed named state, but where Liu Bei has taken up his predecessor Liu Biao’s 

collected territory. Seeing as Cao Cao has taken the initiative in the north to make what 

seems his own state, it is very likely Liu Bei and Sun Ce would do the same if the Han 

Dynasty were to officially fall. Liu Bei vows to uphold the glory of the Han and would not 

declare his own state unless the Han empire would officially end. Sun Ce, while less 

politically ambitious, is set on reigning his collected land without any other warlords 

within his boundaries. China may find itself in a new era of bloodshed and 

factionalization with contesting, independent states in a period in history accustomed to 

ruling, omnipotent emperors. 
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Liu Bei’s and his Forces 

 33

It proves useful to understand what kind of man Liu Bei is in order to gain a 

grasp of what the future holds for his loyal forces. He is a visionary who truly wishes for 

the restoration of the Han Dynasty and believes the current state of China is not fitting 

for the common people who deserve justice and support in the empire’s turbulent times. 

He is known for his calm demeanor, adherence to Confucian values, kindness to his 

friends and generals, and his never-ending ambitious nature. In the past, he has proven 

his loyalty to the emperor by fighting the Yellow Turbans who had threatened the 

emperor’s authority. With his boundless aspirations, he has garnered large support from 

discouraged Han loyalists who fear a fragmented China.  

 Despite growing up a fatherless peasant, Liu Bei is believed to be distantly 

related to the fourth Han emperor, Emperor Jing.  Ever since his youth, Liu Bei has 34

expressed his desire to one day become emperor. With his family line, this may very well 

be his future. Not only does he wish to unite China again, but he sees his family line as 

33"Liu Bei." Digital image. Koei. Accessed August 2018. http://koei.wikia.com/wiki/Liu_Bei. 
34 "Liu Bei (Xuande)." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed September 01, 2018.  
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destiny’s wish for him to do so. With Emperor Xian’s authority under threat, Liu Bei 

remains exasperated at warlords like Cao Cao, whose dishonorable actions of claiming 

their own territories have begun to undermine the emperor’s authority. He firmly 

believes Cao Cao has malevolent intent in siding close to the emperor. If the emperor 

were to step down, or be it for any other reason, Liu Bei would likely take this 

personally, believing he would be next in line. Liu Bei’s belief in his ancestry propels him 

to feeling an obligation to support the Han empire and to defeat the dissenting warlords. 

To revive the Han’s legacy, Liu Bei has placed his trust in his “Five Tiger 

Generals”. These generals include his two blood brothers Guan Yu, Zhang Fei, and other 

proven warriors, Zhao Yun, Mao Chao, and Huang Zhong. These five trusted generals, 

along with his advisors and other men, make up his forces. His forces have already won 

a multitude of battles, and Liu Bei has placed his utmost trust that these five generals 

will remain loyal to him. Liu Bei’s forces are some of the most skilled warriors and 

strategists in the land, and his alliance of trusted brothers and advisors will make up our 

committee. After Red Cliffs, with both Sun Quan and Cao Cao’s forces weakened, Liu Bei 

found himself in an advantageous position. Ahead lays an opportunity to continue 

chartering the path towards his vision of restoring the Han Dynasty.  

While on his path to unite China, the distinction between enemies and allies will 

not always be clear. In one year a party may be a close ally, and the next, the ultimate 

enemy. In one instance, to defend the southern territories against Cao Cao, notably in 

208-209 and 214, Sun Ce and Liu Bei created temporary alliances.  In 209, Liu Bei was 35

so committed to showcasing the alliance that he married Lady Sun, Sun Quan’s younger 

35 Wu, Jonathan. "Sun Quan (Zhongmou)." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed August 31, 2018.  
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sister.  Liu Bei, however, did this as a symbolic gesture and has always been wary of 36

Lady Sun, seeing as she always has hundreds of armed guards with her. In 211, the 

alliance was weakened due to land disputes between Liu Bei and Sun Quan. Lady Sun 

has since returned to Yi Province under Sun Quan’s domain, effectively implying the end 

of the alliance and Liu Bei and Lady Sun’s divorce. On the note of Lady Sun’s 

significance, with Liu Bei’s previous two wives dead from natural causes, this means that 

Lady Sun has custody over Liu Shan, Liu Bei’s son and who would seemingly be the heir 

to his legacy. When she fled to Yi Province, she had reportedly tried to take Liu Shan 

with her but was stopped by Liu Bei’s generals. 

A recent event within the past few months has turned Liu Bei’s world upside 

down and illustrates how friends can become quick enemies. During a campaign, word 

has reached Liu Bei that his blood brother Guan Yu, has been slain. It is suspected Guan 

Yu, along with his son, Guan Ping, were captured by Sun Quan’s forces and then 

subsequently executed.  Not only is this a devastating loss for Liu Bei’s forces, but 37

detrimental to Liu Bei’s calculations. As things stand, both Cao Cao and Sun Quan are 

our enemies. Liu Bei and his forces will have a hard time finding allies, and it will also be 

immensely challenging to fight both Cao Cao’s and Sun Quan’s forces at the same time.  

 

 

 

 

36 Zhi, Jiang. "Lady Sun [Sun Shangxiang]." Kongming's Archives. 2006. Accessed August 31, 2018.  
37 Wu, Jonathan. "Sun Quan (Zhongmou)." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed August 31, 2018. 
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Sun Quan and his Forces 

 38

While Cao Cao may seem to be the politically challenging enemy, our neighbors 

to the east have proved themselves troubling and deceitful. Sun Quan, a young but 

capable warlord has exemplified his talent at Red Cliffs and in a multitude of other 

successful campaigns. Not only do his forces prove accomplished in battle, but they have 

demonstrated to truly improve the regions in which they occupy, allowing them to 

garner popularity from the people. The lands in which he controls is said to have 

increased in wealth and safety.  Many scholars and warriors tend to migrate southeast 39

to where it is said Sun Quan’s land is prosperous. 

Unlike Liu Bei’s genius strategists or the cunning Cao Cao, Sun Quan and his 

forces lack similar ambitious political goals, and their campaigns tend to be weaker in 

the realm of strategy. Some speculate this lack of spirit is due to his sense of obligation 

to uphold his family’s legacy. Sun Quan actually took up the reigns after both his 

energetic father and older brother’s death. He now carries himself to uphold his father 

38"Sun Quan." Digital image. Koei. Accessed August 2018. http://koei.wikia.com/wiki/Sun_Quan. 
39 Wu, Jonathan. "Sun Quan (Zhongmou)." Kongming's Archives. 2003. Accessed August 31, 2018.  
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and brother’s dreams and legacies. In terms of character, Sun Quan is brash and 

hotheaded. This mix makes him all the more unpredictable. Sometimes, even his 

generals think he is not thinking clearly.  

Without ambition, he has not yet made large scale attempts to conquer his 

competitors. Despite this, his charisma and skill in recruiting capable followers has 

allowed him to gain mass support. Even though he may not be as ambitious as Liu Bei or 

Cao Cao, perhaps being less ruthless and aggressive is the key to survival in China’s 

current environment. With Sun Quan being more neutral, however, can prove to be 

unpredictable and possibly threatening for our committee. He does not seem to hold 

grudges like Liu Bei would, meaning he could quickly switch to side with the enemy or 

dispose of his allies. Recall that despite the Sun-Liu alliance, Sun Quan’s forces have 

recently slain Guan Yu. From this indelible action, it is likely Liu Bei has made Sun 

Quan his worst enemy. On the other side of things, it seems from past interactions that 

Cao Cao is more likely to reach out to Sun Quan in amity than to Liu Bei. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cao Cao: The “Duke of Wei” 
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 40

With prodigious military and political skill, Cao Cao has become one of the most 

famous warlords in history. Recall that while Emperor Xian still technically rules, Cao 

Cao has essentially claimed imperial prerogatives under the emperor’s title. Cao Cao has 

adopted the title “Duke of Wei” due to his monopoly of the north.  While the Han 41

Dynasty is on its last legs, this title can be telling of Cao Cao’s future intentions. 

Tensions are high as the other warlords, specifically Sun Quan and Liu Bei, 

attempt to garner more power, at the expense of one another, in the wake of a 

weakening emperor and an empire with an inevitable end. Cao Cao’s ambitions are 

intriguing in that some have linked similarities between him and Liu Bei. In some ways, 

they are not all that different. While Cao Cao is painted as a villain and Liu Bei as a 

valiant hero, both have similar goals: to unite China. While this may sound like the two 

clashing warlords can cooperate based upon these aims, the contrary is likely the case. 

With both set on uniting a fractured China, creating a more prosperous and stable 

country, and a more equitable country for the people, this means only one warlord will 

40"Cao Cao." Digital image. Koei. Accessed August 2018. http://koei.wikia.com/wiki/Cao_Cao. 
41 Cartwright, Mark. "Cao Cao." Ancient History Encyclopedia. August 31, 2018. Accessed September 01, 2018. 
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achieve this goal in the end and that everyone will fight for this aim. Of course, others 

believe Cao Cao has malevolent intentions and that he wishes to conquer China for 

himself so that he can become emperor. Liu Bei would lightly retaliate in this case, 

seeing as he is extremely adamant about who is given the Mandate of Heaven. 

While Liu Bei’s forces must contend with Sun Quan’s, it would be detrimental to 

dismiss Cao Cao’s northern state and its vast capabilities. Currently, Cao Cao is 

attempting to quell the two warlords. The nature of this conflict is inherently dangerous. 

In the state China is in now, three major contesting warlords means always having two 

enemies. That is, unless states find themselves in alliances. It is imperative to consider 

both short and long term goals in order for Liu Bei’s circle to prevail victorious -- who is 

the real enemy? 

 

Geography and Military Tactics 

As hinted in the results of the Battle of Red Cliffs, it is imperative to take China’s 

vast geography into account if Liu Bei’s alliance is to unite China. Each alliance is 

unfamiliar with the other’s territory and this could be a key to victory, just as Cao Cao 

lost at Red Cliffs in part due to his unfamiliarity of the south. Cao Cao has yet to expand 

his control into southern China, and it would be wise to defend the southern region. At 

the same time, Liu Bei’s alliance must contend with our neighbor to the east: Sun Quan’s 

alliance. Demographic factors remain important because the diverse landscapes call for 

particular military maneuvers and possible diseases to contend with. 
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A central theme of Romance of the Three Kingdoms is the ingenous and detailed 

military tactics planned during this period. Strategists were so revered they became 

legends in Chinese culture; and today, movies try to simulate the complicated and even 

artistic military maneuvers. Remember that we are simulating our committee based 

upon the novel, meaning that things can become a bit more creative than they would be 

historically. Particularly, keep this in mind with regards to military technology. In the 

novel, crossbows, catapults, and even fictional weapons are mentioned. 

 42

Different forms of warfare are suited for specific regions in China. The committee 

must consider what tactics are required of mountainous regions, naval battles, plains, 

and the like. It cannot be stressed enough that military tactics are what this time period 

in China is all about. One striking example of ingenious strategy is at the Battle of Red 

Cliffs and Sun Quan’s forces feigning surrender and then setting Cao Cao’s ships on fire. 

42"The Battle of Red Cliff." Digital image. Learning History. Accessed August 2018. 
https://www.learning-history.com/battle-red-cliff-end-han-dynasty/. 
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Another clever tactic to replenish resources was sending out straw boats, assisted with 

Zhuge Liang’s magic to call upon favorable winds, so Cao Cao’s forces would shoot 

arrows at the boats, allowing Liu Bei to capture more resources. The point of these 

anecdotes is to think creatively! China’s fate is in your hands. 
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Questions to Consider 

● How can our committee carry out Liu Bei’s vision of a united China? How does 

Cao Cao stand in the way, how about Sun Quan?  

● What is our plan of action moving forward - Cao Cao who is consolidating 

political and military power, or Sun Quan who has recently killed Guan Yu? 

● How can Liu Bei’s forces consolidate power? With Cao Cao declaring his own 

state, but with the emperor still in power, how should we act? 

● What current resources, be them human or technological, can be used for Shu’s 

goals? Are these resources renewable or are they at risk? 

● In what ways can your position contribute to Liu Bei’s goal of unification? 

● What tactics can we use to gain the upper hand in battle? 

 

Helpful Resources 

● Background on the Han Dynasty: 

https://www.ancient.eu/Han_Dynasty/ 

● History leading up to 220 CE: 

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-hccc-worldcivilization/chapter/the-fall

-of-the-han-and-the-three-kingdoms-period/ 

● An overview of Romance of the Three Kingdoms: 

https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-19897371 

● Overview and The Battle of Red Cliffs (but keep in mind our committee’s 

timeline) 

http://www.smh-hq.org/smhblog/?p=657 

● Cao Cao (but keep in mind our committee’s timeline) 

https://www.ancient.eu/Cao_Cao/ 
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https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-hccc-worldcivilization/chapter/the-fall-of-the-han-and-the-three-kingdoms-period/
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-19897371
http://www.smh-hq.org/smhblog/?p=657
https://www.ancient.eu/Cao_Cao/


● Academic journals on sites such as JSTOR 
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